Course Description
This joint ACT/STP course, held every other year, provides lectures given by highly respected pathologists with current, relevant experience in toxicologic pathology. Lectures will cover anatomy and physiology, spontaneous and chemically induced pathological changes, clinical pathology, and case examples. The knowledge gained will be immediately applicable to your day-to-day practices. Different organs or systems are featured in subsequent courses.

Day 1, Monday, May 14*

**Introduction to Pathology, Background Lesions**
Shannon Roff, DVM, PhD, DACVP, Charles River

**A Pathologist’s Point of View: The Pathology Report, Peer Reviews, and PWGs**
Ted Birkebak, PhD, DVM, DACVP, EPL, Inc.

**Adversity**
Brad Bolon, DVM, MS, PhD, DACVP, DABT, FATS, FIATP, GEMpath Inc.

**Renal Pathology**
Ken Frazier, DVM, PhD, DACVP, DABT, GlaxoSmithKline

Day 2, Tuesday, May 15*

**Hepatic Pathology**
Bhanu Singh, MS, BVSc, DACVP, DABT, Janssen Research & Development

**Reproductive Pathology**
Justin Vidal, DVM, PhD, DACVP, MPI Research

Day 3, Wednesday, May 16*

**Neuropathology**
Mark Butt, DVM, DACVP, Tox Path Specialists LLC

**Immune System: Anatomic Pathology**
Marlon Rebelatto, DVM, PhD, DACVP, MedImmune Inc.

**Immune System: Clinical Pathology**
Ellen Evans, DVM, PhD, DACVP, Pfizer Inc.

(Please note speakers are subject to change.)

Course Organizers
Daniel J. Patrick, DVM, DACVP, DABT, MPI Research | Thomas Steinbach, DVM, DACVP, DABT, EPL, Inc.

11190 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 300, Reston, Virginia 20191
Telephone: 703.547.0875  Fax: 703.438.3113  Email: acthq@actox.org  Website: www.actox.org